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ABSTRACT
A computer application system is described which provides nuclear
reactor power plant operators with an improved decision support
system. This system combines traditional computer applications
such as graphics display with artificial intelligence methodologies such as reasoning and diagnosis so as to improve plant
operability. This paper discusses the issues, and a solution,
involved with the system integration of applications developed
using traditional and artificial intelligence languages.

INTRODUCTION

Improving nuclear reactor power plant operability is an ever-present concern for
the nuclear industry. The definition of plant operability involves a complex interaction of the ideas of reliability, safety, and efficiency. In this paper we present
our observations concerning the issues involved and the benefits derived from the
implementation of a computer application which combines traditional computer applications with artificial intelligence (AI) methodologies. A system, the Component Configuration Control System (CCCS), is being installed to support nuclear reactor operations at the Experimental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II), located in Idaho and run by
Argonne National Laboratory for the Department Of Energy.
As noted by Lay and Menke[l], currently in the United States, there is very little
direct computer control of the reactor in nuclear power plants. The operator controls
the reactor through a specified set of complex sequences of switch settings and valve
manipulations, that is, a seriss of component configurations. The knowledge base
required of the reactor operator is very extensive. The collection of components can
be very large and form an elaborate network with many possible paths which provide a
multitude of acceptable and unacceptable process functions [2,3,4]. During operation
of the plant, the proper interpretation of the sensor readings requires that the operator have a thorough understanding of component relationships and the associated laws
of physics and chemistry.
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In addition to knowing the physical relationships, the operator must be thoroughly
familiar with Technical Specifications and administrative constraints. Technical
Specifications are legal documents which list the conditions and sequence of component
configurations which must be observed whe.. operating the reactor. Administrative
constraints are plant policy and are determined by management. Within these constraints there is considerable latitude for the operator to control the plant.
Unanticipated plant parameter excursions which approach Technical Specification
boundaries are a major cause for the plant to be shut down which in turn results in
less-than-optimal plant operation. A measure of plant efficiency is the plant capacity factor (PCF). It was reported in Nuclear News[5] that in the United States the
average annual PCF ranged from 51X to 63%. Many of the unexpected shut-downs could be
avoided if the operator had currently valid, pertinent presentation of plant parameters, associated "trajectories" of the parameters, and validated analysis of projected changes in component configurations.
Computer applications used in the reactor control room are nearly always limited
to data collection, archiving and graphics display. It is not feasible to redesign
the control system to provide more direct computer control. Thus, to improve plant
operability the alternative is to provide the operator with a support system which
will more effectly and directly support the decision processes. The general .
requirements are that the system provide:
1.

reliable and consistent results (capable of proof of correctness and not
subject to emotional stress);

2.

flexible, effective operator interaction;

3.

performance and responsiveness consistent with plant requirements;

4.

effective presentation of current plant status (including current component
status);

5.

effective presentation of reliably projected plant parameters;

6.

validated state (parameter, operational, and performance) readings;

7.

validated knowledge base;

8.

validated analysis and diagnosis of proposed changes in component status,
relative not only to the physical requirements but also with respect to the
Technical Specification and administrative Constraints.

The above specifications combine the more traditional application system requirements with requirements more closely associated with AI. Moreover, the component
system can be completely described in a data base along with the rules of interaction
so that a reasoning system can be used to provide validated results rather than heuristic methodologies. The system presented in this paper is a axiomatic inferential
system, it is not an expert system[6].

THE SYSTEM
A system, the Han Machine Control System (MMCS), which addresses the concerns and
specifications listed above, is being developed and tested at EBR-II[7]. This paper
discusses a subsystem of the MMCS, the Component Configuration Control System
(CCCS)[8], which provides assistance in the form of an analysis of proposed changes to
the states of components in the plant and/or plant functic-sal requirements and administrative constraints. The requirements and constraints are determined by system
goals derived from the mode of operation. The CCCS has been designed to be generally
applicable to other nuclear reactor power plants. Extensive use of computer graphics
for both input and output provides for the human factors interface requirements and
insures the input of reliable and consistent data. It was decided to use a Prolog
implementation[10], where feasible, for the reasoning portion of the application since
a very successful prototype of that portion was developed using the language [11].

A CONCEPT OF STATE
State ir, an abstraction and can be defined in general as a condition of existence
relative to a defined set of circumstances. We define state on two levels of abstraction, parametric and symbolic. Parametric level is the lowest and is defined by parametric states. The symbolic level is divided into operational and performance states.
States in the symbolic level are derived from parametric states. Both levels of state
refer to the condition of existence of a physical system.
Parametric states are defined by physics u.iits (dimensions) such as pressure,
temperature, neutron flux, volts, mass, energy, and time. As an example, one might
say that the energy state of an object is x ergs or that it's heat state is y
calories. The parametric state is expressed as a numeric value attached to a physics
dimension. Singular or multiple parametric states are used to derive operational and
performance states.
The operational state expresses the condition or readiness of operation of an
object. The operational state of a heat exchanger might be "en". This state is
interpreted to mean that the heat exchanger is active and is available to provide the
process of thermal reduction. However, this state makes no reference as to how well
the heat exchanger is performing the process. The operational state is either assumed
or derived using parametrical states.
The issue of performance is characterized by the performance state. The performance state describes the condition of performance of an object. The performance
state of a heat exchanger might be "100%" which means that the heat exchanger is providing the process of thermal reduction and is performing at 100% of the rated design
capacity. This state is determined by comparing the real-time oarametric state of an
object to the design parametric state of the object.
Operational and performance states can be summarized as follows; the operation
stats implies configuration (potential behavior) of an object and the performance
state implies real-time behavior of an object. Presently the CCCS performs analysis
of operational states. In the future the CCCS will be expanded to include parametric
and performance state analysis.

DEFINITION OF THE CCCS
This section discusses the design functions of the CCCS. These functions provide
for the system requirements as defined in the technical specification. The design
functions are impact analysis(IA), analysis explanation(AP), and alternate solution
determination(ASD).
IMPACT ANALYSIS(IA):
IA determines the impact of a selected component configuration with respect to a
specified plant or system mode. The selected configuration is chosen in response to
either ar: operations requirement (shift from 50% capacity to 75% capacity) or a maintenance requirement (replace the seal on the #2 feedwater pump). The system mode defines the process goal and subgoals that must be satisfied by the system givan the
selected configuration. The configuration is analyzed with respect to functional capability and administrative constraints, real-time or simulated plant state, and singular or multiple primary goals.
The selected configuration is first analyzed to determine its functionality and
administrative constraint limitations in association with the process goals. Functionality defines the configuration's ability to provide process functions. Administrative constraints express the limitations imposed on configurations by the Technical
Specifications (as defined in the FSAR) ond plant administrative policy. It should be
noted that a configuration can provide the necessary functions required by the mode
goal and yet fail the analysis due to constraint violations.
Analyzing the configuration against these criteria allows the system \o determine
impact differently in emergency and non-emergency situations. In non-emergency situations a configuration must satisfy the functionality requirements without violating
the full administrative constraint set. However, in the emergency condition the
administrative constraint set is dynamically reduced with respect to the severity of
the emergency and thereby shifting the emphasis of the analysis toward configuration
functionality.
The IA function also provides analysis with respect to either real-time or simulated plant states. Real-time plant state analysis imposes additional state constraints. These constraints are a function of the real-time operational capability of
the components and red-tag disposition. Real-time operational capability is
characterized by the operational state of the component. These states are defined as
operational, maintenance, and failed. Red-tags are danger tags placed on componen+s
that specify the state in which the component must remain and therefore limit the
stats space available to the component. Simulated plant state analysis imposes no
state limitations on the components. If analysis is performed using simulated plant
states then the complete set of component design states are available for operation.
Essentially, IA compares a selectad configuration to mode requirements. The
selected configuration is derived from operational and/or maintenance goals. The mode
requirements, which define the goal processes, are produced by the system/plant
design. The selected configuration specifies a desire and the mode requirements
specify physical/functional capability. Plant operation is classified in a natural
set of modes, eg. operation, maintenance refueling, and testing. These modes are
further divided into submodes, sub-submodes, and etc. In some cases, modes share
processes and exhibit a certain amount of dependence. IA requires that a mode requirement be assigned to a selected configuration prior to impact analysis. Realizing

that there is a natural set of mode descriptions and that these modes can have integrated processes, IA allows the selected configuration to be assigned to multiple
modes. This provides an analysis with respect to multiple goals with specific attention paid to process intergration.
ANALYSIS EXPLANATION (AE):
It is human nature to doubt and question. The natural subsequent action when
interfacing with a computing system that exhibits the capability to reason is to question the system's logic associated with its conclusions. The CCCS provides an
explanation as to the rules, facts, and logic associated with the impact conclusions
it derives. The explanation is presented hierachically and interactively. The system
initially gives a general explanation as to the derivation of its conclusion. A more
detailed explanation is given as a result of requests from the human element. In this
interactive way, the human element can query the machine element as to its conclusion
derivation.
The following will illustrate the analysis explanation. Suppose we have a process
in a system that provides a pressure differential and the desired mode goal is "cooling". The pressure differential process consists of a suction valve, turbine, and a
discharge valve. The states of these components are suction value dosed, turbine
off, and discharge open. Since these components are in the selected configuration, in
their present states, and the assigned mode requires the pressure differential then
the CCCS will conclude a negative impact. When asked to explain, the CCCS will
respond with "Cannot be in cooling mode due to loss of flow", see Figure 1. Subsequent query by the human element will determine that the impact was derived as a
result of no pressure differential process (turbine off) and an incomplete path(closed
suction valve).
ALTERNATE SOLUTION DETERMINATION (ASD):
If the selected configuration for the required mode has an adverse impact, the
CCCS will provide potential solutions to the human element. ASD is an interactive
feature and is initiated by the human element. ASD derives the potential solutions by
evaluating the mode inferential expression with respect to the selected configuration
as defined by the mode requirements. The human iteratively queries the system until
an acceptable solution is derived or a new strategy is desired.

ASPECTS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Knowledge in an AI system can be modeled as heuristic knowledge and/or axioms.
Heuristic knowledge is the understanding of a phenomenon gained by experience and is
usually manifested as rules of thumb. Heuristic knowledge does not have an explicit
proof as to its existence and application to the phenomenon. AI systems that utilize
heuristic knowledge are designated as expert systems [ref course]. Axiomatic
knowledge is derived from the structural and behavioral characteristics of a
phenomenon and provide an explicit proof as to its existence and application
[dietmeyer]. AI systems that utilize axioms and logic will be designated as axiomatic
inferential system. The CCCS is an axiomatic inferential system, the CCCS is not an
expert system.
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Figure 1. An Explanation Model

In order for the CCCS to perform its function, specific knowledge concerning the
plant must be known. This knowledge is categorizad as structural, behavioral,
constraint, and real-time knowledge as discussed in the paragraphs above. This
knowledge is modeled as rules and facts. The rules are expressed in Boolean logic and
represent the equations of state from which the mode configurations are derived.
Both the rules and facts are implemented as Horn Clauses [12]. Impact is reasoned
about using resolution as provided by Prolog.

DISCUSSION
THE ISSUE OF TRANSPORTABILITY:
The CCCS is composed of two parts; a general purpose analyzer and a data base.
The analyzer provides the control and reasoning constituents on the CCCS. This part
of the system is completely transportable and can be implemented on any complex
electro- mechanical system. The data base is specific to the electro-mechanical
system it defines. Therefore, a facility desiring to implement the CCCS would
transport the analyzer and build their own facility specific data base. We stress
facility because the CCCS concept is not limited to just nuclear power plants, the
concept can be applied to any electro-mechanical system. In fact we believe that any
system built of objects that possess functional attributes and exhibit logical
relationships can be analysed for functional-relational aspects using the CCCS.
THE ISSUE OF FUTURE EXPANSION:
The long term expansion plans are to develop the complete MMCS. The MMCS is a
control system that performs the complete functions of control and operates at the
inference level in a non-deterministic manner [13]. However, the immediate expansion
plans are to provide performance state analysis, automatic reconfiguration determination, optimization of the criteria for ASD, and proof of correctness. Performance
state analysis is discussed in the section A CONCEPT OF STATE.
Automatic reconfiguration determination would provide a target configuration subsequent to the occurrence of an off normal event. Given a situation where the plant
is operating in mode X and component Z fails, the system would automatically determine
a new configuration that satisfies the highest achievable goal objective. Goal
objective would be determined from mode models. Procedure and configuration
requirements would be determined from generalized and specific component control
models based on function, path, boundary and constraints.
As discussed in the section Alternate Solution Determination, the purpose of ASO
is to determine alternate configurations when the selected configuration imposes an
adverse impact. ASD performs this function by determining the difference between the
selected configuration and a mode configuration from the configuration set for the
specified mode. The selection order of mode configurations is preestablished.
Optimization would allow for the order to be dynamically determined as a function of
real- time operating constraints and human guidance.
The validation or proof of correctness of computer programs is not a solved problem in general. Some limited results have been achieved with small programs and there
are some general results available [14]. Logic programs are more amenable to validation by nature of their form and means of execution. However, one of the principal
problems is the meticulous specification of the input data space, the associated data
space of the program output, and the functional relationship of the input to the output. It is planned to develop an appropriate set of problem specifications which, in
turn, will lead to the validation of the IA programs.
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